
HILTON HALL COMMUNITY ASSOCIATION:  ROOF REPAIRS 10th JANUARY 2018 

Following this typical January Freezing Winter Weather, the main Hall Roof Felt has once more succumbed to severe frost damage.  Any standing water (on top of 

the Roof) creeps into loose felt-joints & rips, which then freezes.  As the water turns to ice, the joint or rip expands causing damage until the ice thaws out with the 

result being a ‘Leaky Roof’.  Unfortunately, the problem is not discovered until water begins to leak into the Hall  -  usually ending up all over the floor. 

             

Once on the Roof, quite a few gaps, splits and cracks was discovered (just over the ‘Flat Roof Section’) and I’m guessing this damage had developed and was 

compounded over the past couple of years (with each & every freeze & thaw period), finally ending up in this present sorry state. 

You can see in the photos below some of the ‘Bigger Gaps’ and lots of smaller ‘Spits’ scattered around.  The remedy was the application of a thermoplastic fibre 

sealing compound that can be applied to a wet surface and yet still effect a good seal.  And so, fingers crossed, this will now remedy our leaky-roof problem. 

                              



 

         

 

             

The recommended application method (for this type of sealant) is to pour the fluid-sealant directly onto the damaged areas of the Roof and 

brush-it-in with an old Sweeping Brush.  An old sweeping brush, because once used, the bristles set rock-hard and it is no longer any use as a 

sweeping brush.   All of this work was carried out by Keith & Debbie (the HHCA Management Team), working as unpaid volunteers.   



Following on immediately after the Roof Repair,  we then tidied-up the front ‘Planter-Boxes’.  Removing the dead-overgrowth ready for the new 

Spring growth to come through (followed by yet another Litter Pick).  At least the weather held-out today, dry & with wonderful blue sky (for a 

change). 
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